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Abstract
Application developers of today need to produce code which is error-free, and whose performance
is optimized for plethora of devices. Performance of application code is studied e.g. by analyzing
performance data obtained by executing application with tracing tool. Developers typically have
their favorite tools which they prefer to use but unfortunately target devices are based on different computing platforms that have different performance probes which cause difficulties for using
same tool with different multicore platforms. Universal Tracing Interface for Multicore Processors
(UTIMP) aims to provide an unchangeable tracing interface enabling developers to perform required tracing tasks with the UTIMP, utilizing the favorite tool when possible, for different multicore platforms.
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1. Introduction
Performance tracing is a critical task in nowadays software development. Current and future systems are so
complex [1] that it’s practically impossible for developers to take all factors into account and write an optimal
application at once. Instead, it’s typical that developers incrementally optimize their code based on performance
testing results. Thus, it’s important that developers have good tools for obtaining performance traces from the
execution of their application. Luckily, there are a lot of tracing tools that are able to use performance probes
like platform hardware timers to obtain performance data without interfering tracing overheads. For example,
Linux kernel provides drivers for Performance Monitoring Units (PMU) [2] of many processor families, i.e. an
interface to the processor hardware performance counters.
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Unfortunately, the set of available performance hardware counters and software counters is not same in all
multicore processors, meaning that probes differ between platforms and thus it’s not possible to use the same
tools in different platforms in similar way without a tool update. And when crucial performance counter is
missing update potentially can’t be based on HW counter support!
Open source tools, e.g. perf [3], give the possibility for making required corrections or adding missing support
to tool sources but completing such an updating task correctly may be easier said than done. Altogether the
original performance optimization task doesn’t really proceed when resources need to be focused on tracing tool
updating or learning an alternative tool(s) which naturally extend(s) application time to market and increase(s)
developing expenses.
Especially commercial tools [4] can be even more problematic to use on various platforms because source
code tends to be unavailable. They either work or don’t work on different multicore platforms and acquiring
support from the tool vendor may be the only way to get the tool working on the desired platform. Such support
is often expensive as is purchasing licences of other tools which work better on the targeted platform. Due to
these problems of various performance tracing and profiling tools, there is a serious call for a universal tracing
interface that can be used via handy UI/client and exploit the most suitable probe seamlessly.
Ongoing UTIMP (Universal Tracing Interface for Multicore Processors) development aims to provide a solution to the problem by providing a universal interface for performance tools. It abstracts away the underlying
probes and tools and provides an unchanging service interface. Thus, all tools that are modified to support the
UTIMP interface can be used via UTIMP client(s) and when developer needs to test his application in a new
platform he doesn’t need to change the performance tracing tool which automatically picks the most suitable
tool, and probe from a set of applicable tools to requested tracing task.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related work is described in Section 2. Then in Section 3, a description of the UTIMP prototype and its further development plans are presented. In Section 4, example
use-case is observed. Conclusions are briefly discussed in final section.

2. Related Work
There are many existing tracing interfaces and a number of specific profiling toolsets but only few of them seem
to provide interface for easy integration. Some of the tools are meant to be used in limited group of computing
platforms and operating systems or they support only one or a few tracing types e.g. kernel and/or user events
tracing. However, main thing is that performance tracing tools for specific and rather versatile usages are available for multicores and distributed cyber-physical systems which are in theory possible to integrate with UTIMP.
Some interesting work done by others is observed in next paragraphs.
StatsD is a network daemon that aggregates and summarizes application metrics. Using StatsD requires developers to instrument their own code with language-specific StatsD libraries. The libraries communicate with a
StatsD daemon via UDP datagram. StatsD provides the following very simple protocol definition:
<metricname> : <value> | <type>
The StatsD daemon listens to a predefined network port and it prepares each entry for aggregation. The simplicity of the protocol and the standard network interface that StatsD exposes makes it an easy to use, platform
independent solution for performance monitoring. Setup of the daemon however is platform specific and additional libraries may need to be independently installed before it works properly on the target system. Furthermore, the trace data itself needs to be collected through the developer’s instrumented code or by using a separate
tool. Another drawback is that the daemon does not buffer data but does allow sampling events if there is high
throughput and this could lead to potentially heavy traffic with large datasets [5] [6].
CollectD is a daemon that collects performance monitoring statistics over a set period of time and allows the
developer to store the collected data in a number of different ways. It is written entirely in the C programming
language in order to maximise its performance and portability across different platforms. Furthermore, the CollectD daemon is able to be run standalone without requiring extra scripting languages or cron job setups. There
are over 90 different CollectD plugins that can be used to source different kinds of system statistics and metrics,
making it a very versatile solution. In order to get visualisations with CollectD however, the developer is required to use an independent tool and while there are several front end options to do this [7], these are not officially supported by CollectD.
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The open source data collection engine Logstash claims to be able to unify arbitrary data from disparate
sources and normalise such data into the developer’s chosen destination. Originally built to collect and analyse
log files, Logstash’s capabilities have grown to include a number of input, filter and output plugins, ensuring
that the developer has a vast selection of monitoring opportunities.
One of Logstash’s greatest assets is its ability to handle a very wide range of known tracing formats (web logs,
networking logs, firewall logs, syslogs and Windows events logs to name a few) while it can also handle arbitrarily formatted data. Furthermore, it can be used to collect metrics from 3rd party tracing tools (including CollectD) and application platforms over TCP and UDP.
While Logstash can parse, prepare and deploy a wide variety of traces into the developer’s desired format, it
still must be routed to a 3rd party tool for analysis, monitoring and visualisation. There are however, a variety of
both proprietary and open source services that utilise Logstash including analysis tools such as Elasticsearch,
MongoDB and Riak as well as monitoring monitoring tools like Nagios, Ganglia, Zabbix, Graphite, Datadog
and Cloud Watch [8].
The StatsD, CollectD and Logstash provide interface or plugin which resembles the idea of universal interface
of UTIMP. The UTIMP aims to provide as universal interface as possible for tools and probes which can be
used with several different multicore platforms and for several tracing purposes like application and kernel tracing and to obtain several sorts of tracing data e.g. CPU usage, memory usage, network usage, function call traces
etc.

3. UTIMP
3.1. Overview
According our master plan, UTIMP offers a generic interface for one or more clients, such as performance logging and visualisation tools, to monitor the activities of a multicore system. The UTIMP collects the tracing data
of the individual cores, pre-processes it, and makes it accessible for the clients. Status of UTIMP is best described with, work in progress, which means that prototype of UTIMP is workable but not yet finalised tool and
therefore description of the universal tracing interface is not included in details. The current UTIMP architecture
is presented in Figure 1.
UTIMP is planned to reside in the multicore processor on the main controller or on one of the cores. Alternatively it could run on the controlling host of the multicore system as a whole or reside partially in the target and

Figure 1. UTIMP architecture.
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partially the on host or in a cloud providing the service. Exploiting these services happens via separate clients
which communicate via sockets with UTIMP server. The UTIMP test client GUI, which enables basic functionality for trace generation i.e. connect to UTIMP, probe selecting, probe configuration, start tracing, stop tracing,
show trace and log of recent tracing events is presented in Figure 2.
The UTIMP functionality is and will be further divided into submodules and components. In different modules the trace data can be filtered, stored, combined, trigger events, and linked to the application state. In addition to trace data related modules there is need for modules which manage parameters of the core specific probes
etc.
Components are planned to avoid any unexpected usage of resources, and any undescribed and varying behaviour. Side-effects like CPU cycles, interrupts or cache effects, or memory usage cannot be avoided but are
minimized and defined accurately.

3.2. Modules
The UTIMP consists of several different modules that are each responsible for one core function. Every module
is self-monitoring their status, such as memory allocations and changing their behaviour to prevent overhead. At
the moment UTIMP contains three kinds of modules: Probe control, Data Storage, and Probe modules. Ongoing
development provides more modules enabling new features, for example filtering and configuring functionalities
are being sketched and tested. Communication between modules is built on the MPI interface [9]. This enables
flexible communication between modules also in heterogeneous multicores and gives the possibility for distributing modules among target, cloud and host nodes.
The Probe Control Module is a generic interface that enables usage of the probes to the rest of the UTIMP
components. It allows dynamically configuring parameters of preconfigured individual probes, e.g. sampling
frequency or traces to be published. Pre-configuration can be passed via the GUI client or as a text file. In addition, the controller is responsible for dynamically adapting the UTIMP resource usage to minimize the caused
overhead. Thus, all other modules report their resource usage to the control module.
The Data Storage Module takes care of UTIMP memory usage. It uses internal logic for storing the data either
in memory or disk or for uploading it across network. It also takes care about storing the monitoring data reported by probes. The Probes are planned not to store large amounts of data by themselves but instead by sending data to the Data Storage Module which is aware of permitted and desired behaviour and resource usage. The
Data Storage Module is responsible for not overloading the rest of the system.
The Probe Module is present in each core of the multicore processor to capture the traces of interest like
memory usage. They are implemented as light-weight as possible to minimise the overhead. Probes expose a
generic probe interface for the usage of other UTIMP modules. Probes measure targets and deliver results with
associated metadata to other modules for further handling. Probes may only do short-term buffering, sufficient

Figure 2. UTIMP client screenshot taken from CPU tracing process.
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to guarantee resource sharing and data harvesting un-synchronization and not losing data.
At the time of writing several probes have already been implemented and tested. There are probes for tracing
and monitoring CPU load, function calls, and different kinds of user and kernel space events.
The Function Tracing Probe is based on the GNU C/C++ [10] compiler option-finstrument-functions, which
makes it useful in any target containing a gcc or gpp compiler. When the flag is used, the compiler takes care of
instrumentation and UTIMP records the function trace during the target application execution.
The CPU Probe monitors the load of all CPU cores by using the mpstat tool [11]. Event monitoring probes are
monitoring user and kernel space events by using the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI)
[12] and the Linux Trace Toolkit next generation (LTTng) interface [13]. The PAPI probe tracks hardware
events that occur in User Space while LTTNG probe enables also the Linux kernel and libraries tracing.
Probes send trace data to Data Storage Module which stores the traces as text files. In addition to the tracing
data itself trace files include also information of the computing node’s resources, e.g. CPU properties and memory properties.
Figure 3 shows an example of a traced event; single function excerpt of a function trace. Function tracing
data is written for each function call. It contains the function name and all information fields selected in the trace
configuration. Fields have self-explanatory names that make them human readable and this is handy during development phase. They provide the required data for various parsing algorithms. For now, light function duration and call count derivative parsing algorithms have been exploited, e.g. max duration, total duration, max call
count etc. Possible trace fields missing from the excerpt are Exit_time, File_name and Event_type.

3.3. Universal Interface
Current textual UTIMP trace format defines the other end of the interface. Performance extraction tools tend to
have their own output formats for the data they provide which does not suit to UTIMP trace fields automatically.
In the course of the UTIMP prototype development, different ways were experimented for producing UTIMP
traces from different performance and tracing tools.
Most of the performance tools generate output data to files or standard output in textual format which gives
the possibility to parse interesting items and write them directly to UTIMP trace format. Linux command line
tools like grep and sed for instance provide handy ways for this sort of interface which can be done for just
about any textual output format. This is fast way to test and doesn’t even necessarily require the performance
tool source code editing. For instance early version of CPU probe was implemented with this method. However,
this method is not efficient alternative because the interesting performance data is formatted at least in the
performance tool and command line and possibly also in UTIMP if parsed data propagates through it to trace
file.
Another considered method was intermediate data format. There are well known file formats like xml, ini,
json, csv etc. which could be used to dive the interface in two parts. UTIMP would only have one implementation per file format so it wouldn’t have to be tuned each time new tool is integrated. Some of the performance
tools already output these familiar file formats so in best case integrating wouldn’t require work at all to the tool
end nor use of command line parsing tools. So this could be universal for some performance tools but not universal interface for all tools. And intermediate file format requires that data formatting is done in writer end
reader ends so it is not the most efficient method.

Figure 3. Function trace excerpt which presents single log of
Decoder Engine function call.
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The universal interface to which we have concluded does not rely on command line tools or intermediate file
formats although both methods have good features. Our universal interface is UTIMP API which provides
C/C++ function interface through which performance data is passed directly from performance tool to UTIMP
without unnecessary formatting that produces the inefficiencies and extra overhead. The downside of the method
is that source code of the integrated performance tool is necessary in order to build the most efficient performance probe. Development of the API is in progress and while it is still partly un-mature its functionality is not
described further. Early version of it has been tested with the Function Tracing Probe which differs from the basic use of API as source code instrumentation with API functions is not needed. Instead new functions,
__cyg_profile_func_enter and __cyg_profile_func_exit, for entry and exit function calls generated by the compiler option are instrumented with UTIMP API function calls.

3.4. Further Development
The current version of UTIMP provides basic functionality of a generic tracing interface and a couple of tools
and probes have been integrated into it. However, development still continues and new features will be added to
future versions.
As presented in Figure 4, a lot of new modules are planned and under design in upcoming versions. Those
modules will enable new features and services for clients. New features will enable handy trace filtering, remote
access and control, context linking, event management, syncing, and security handling. Further development includes also the addition of probes in order to increase tracing support for a larger set of computing platforms.
In addition, existing modules and probes will get upgrades as thus far they have not been optimised. For example, a probing algorithm will be added to analyse the overheads caused by each tool, to see if there are certain
trace services that are inefficient and may need optimizing. E.g. the current compiler based function trace implementation overhead can disturb functionality of timing critical applications. The result of the proposed algorithm is used in the control module to adjust the responsible probe.
In the long term, one way to control side-effects and overheads is through the installation location and flexibility of UTIMP components. For instance, a resource restricted target may prefer a minimal UTIMP installation.
Another alternative is to configure UTIMP to minimize certain kinds of overhead. For example if network usage
overhead must be minimised, an alternative storing configuration is selected and the generated trace is stored
temporarily in the target device and passed to clients after tracing is complete.

Figure 4. In future a lot of new functionality will be
added as new modules.
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Further development of remote features is especially in our interests and a cornerstone of our development vision. Client-server socket communication, which is part of implemented features, offers the first step towards
remote tracing and comprises a basis for distributed performance monitoring system which is a definitive requirement due present remote tracing needs [14].
Eventually we plan to explore yet unexploited possibilities of distributed performance evaluation by implementing the UTIMP as a distributed software system consisting of a device controller (subsystem) consisting of
probes for extracting performance data and a server sub-system (cloud based) for visualization. According to
this vision, UTIMP can evolve to serve performance evaluation needs of current local and distributed multicore
processor systems as well as boost technologies required in the forthcoming and already appearing IoT and
cloud era. Figure 5 highlights the architecture of the envisioned distributed UTIMP system.
Another tempting framework for new client variants are integrated development environments (IDE) which
provide appropriate functionality for productive software development, debugging as well as optimization according visual profiling and tracing results. Integrating the IDE to some wrapper providing socket connection to
a remote UTIMP can be implemented as a plugin for IDEs providing the plugin feature. For example, such a
plugin feature for Android Studio which is currently under development, allows the IDE to receive trace data
from Android devices using modified UTIMP probes [15].

4. Use Case Example
In this use case UTIMP is used to generate a function trace out of an image processing target application, Bit
plane encoder/decoder [16], as part of Legacy Code Tool chain (LCTC) that detects possible bottlenecks from a
generated trace, creates a graphical model of detected problem function, generates OpenMP parallelised code
from a refined model to improve performance of the target application and enables testing, including execution
measurement feedback as SOAP [17] messages to the model, of the parallelised application. The work flow of
LCTC is visualised in Figure 6. In the figure, modelling related phases are highlighted.
Parallelisation is based on OpenMP 3.0 [18] and in particular to the exploitation of OpenMP tasks. An Overall
sketch of LCTC prototyped in the PAPP [19] project is depicted in Figure 7. LCTC was used in an Ubuntu
10.04 Virtual Box image on a Windows 7 host machine.
LCTC consists of a few tools which include UTIMP, Utimp Parser and M-Net [20] domain specific language
(DSL). DSL is developed and applied with the Meta Edit+ [21] domain specific modelling tool i.e. Meta Edit+
is part of LCTC also.
The purpose of LCTC is to enable effective target application optimization. To enhance the overall optimization cycle some work phases were automated, e.g. graphical function models are automatically generated and
require just minor layout refining from the user. M-Net out of the box functionality did not include such an import generator so M-Net was extended with one among other extensions which were mainly needed for tool
UTIMP Server
(Cloud)

Device under test
Linux or other
OS Kernels

Application

UTIMP Device controller

System
probes

UTIMP
Visualization

Application
probes

UDP/TCP

UTIMP
Controller

Figure 5. A high-level representation of the main components of envisioned UTIMP architecture.
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Figure 6. Optimization work flow.

Figure 7. UTIMP integration to legacy code toolchain.

chain integration. In the end, all phases starting from building a tracing version of the target application to the
testing of parallelised target application can be done via DSL generators.
Steps performed in the use case were as follows. The UTIMP configuration file was defined in the M-Net and
passed to UTIMP and a tracing version of the image processing target application decoding case was started. A
UTIMP function trace, resulted from executed decoding case, was then parsed with Utimp Parser and the most
time consuming functions were sought. A screen capture from parser tool is presented in Figure 8.
From the parsing results we first picked the Decoder Engine function which obviously was a decoding top
level function. Our interest was limited to parallelizing loops and the picked function as well as its sub functions
included plenty of those but were too complex for the code generator. Interest was refocused to the function
from which Decoder Engine function was called and it was imported to Meta Edit+ with M-Net DSL generator.
After automatized import phase, a task needs to be selected for parallelisation. It is done with the Optimizer
object by placing it under selected task. The graphical M-Net task model highlighted a “while loop” task as a
suitable OpenMP optimization target. The Optimizer object was used to optimize the highlighted task, i.e. while
loop which included the Decoder Engine function call. Figure 9 shows a clip of the task graph after placing the
Optimiser object and Measurement object used for timing over the “while loop” task.
With the Optimizer object, the level of parallelism and use of OpenMP pragmas and clauses were defined.
The Measurement object enabled extracting the “while loop” execution time according to which OpenMP variants were evaluated. The call count and iteration count can also be measured with the Measurement object but
they weren’t measured in this case.
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Figure 8. UtimpParser parsing result extracted
from decoding case function trace file.

Figure 9. Model refining with optimiser and
measurement objects.

When refining of the graphical model was done, a Code generator was utilized. The “while loop” excerpt of
the parallelised code generated from the instrumented task graph is presented in Figure 10. The rest of the code
instrumentation, not included in the excerpt, enables timing of the while loop, feedback i.e. passing timing values to the Measurement object and inclusion of the necessary header files.
The parallel code was generated and tested via the M-Net generators which updated the source code with parallelised code and started application build- and run scripts. The code was runnable and different versions of the
code were generated and tested. Timing data feedback to the M-Net task model revealed the best code version
and level of parallelisation that gave best speedup in comparison to sequential code variant.
The sequential version of the target application, reads in several image files in a while loop, and processes
them one by one. Our parallelised version changed this sequential processing to parallel processing. After LCTC
optimization, a set of tests with 20 input images were made to collect results for a final comparison. Input images included 8 MB and 1 MB images, 10 of both sizes. Images were first encoded and then decoded back. Images resulting from the decoding were equal with original input images which validated the functionality of each
tested OpenMP version. Execution times of the parallelised versions as well as the sequential version were
measured for the decode direction. Each measurement was repeated 5 times and averages were calculated to increase reliability of measurement results. The performance gain reached with the use of OpenMP in decoding
case can be observed from Table 1.
The best speedup in comparison to the sequential case was reached with a two thread variant of the while loop,
i.e. speedup was 48.09 s - 32.62 s = 15.47 s (~ ×1.5 performance) which equates to about a 32% reduction to the
decoding execution time. The generated code provided some speedup but 3 and 4 thread variants could not exploit fully the quad core laptop resources, which in this case was likely to be caused by a problem in the virtual
machine configuration. Even so, presented use case gave an example of applying UTIMP to application performance optimization as part of LCTC.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, UTIMP, a universal tracing interface for multicore processors has been presented. It aims to provide a universal interface which allows integration of existing tracing and profiling tools and probes to UTIMP
thus providing performance evaluation services that developers can exploit in different platforms via a single,
possibly browser based client. This way it makes developers work easier because they do not need to study new
tools or add missing support to their favourite existing tools when testing performance of the developed code in
different platforms.
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Figure 10. Parallelized while loop.
Table 1. Application execution times and CPU loads with different levels of parallelism.
Code variants
Measurement
Sequential

OMP 1 thread

OMP 2 threads

OMP 3 threads

OMP 4 threads

Decode time

48.09 s

49.71 s

32.62 s

34.19 s

43.46 s

CPU load

98%

98%

182%

226%

230%

In its current state, UTIMP already provides a basic interface for tracing to which a couple of tools have been
integrated, e.g. a working function call tracing service can be used to produce informative traces. The use case
example showed that the UTIMP prototype can be used to collect traces and parse out time-consuming code
which needs optimization. Further development of UTIMP is under work and applying it to largely used linux/
unix variants like Android and iOS has already begun.
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